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Lecture overview

I Low-income settings are associated with poor quality of schooling and
low educational attainment

I Supply-side explanations:
I Poor countries don’t have the money to build schools, train teachers,

etc. If they did, outcomes would improve. We’ll look at a paper by
Esther Duflo (2001) on school construction in Indonesia.

I Even once students are in school, teaching doesn’t happen “at the
right level”. The paper by Duflo et al. that you read measures the
effect of fixing this. (Different Duflo: Annie Duflo, Esther’s sister!)

I Demand-side explanation: children don’t attend/complete school
because the perceived returns are low. We’ll look at a paper by
Robert Jensen on providing information about returns to education.



Literacy rate by country, 2011
Our World in Data



Share of the population with no formal education
Our World in Data



Mean years of schooling, 2017
Our World in Data



Supply-side problem: Low-income countries spend less on
education



Do investments in education improve educational
attainment & wages?
Duflo, 2001

I It’s not necessarily wrong for low-income countries to spend less on
education: perhaps the demand isn’t there? Possibly because returns
in the local labor market are low.

I One way to address this question is to see what happens when extra
schools are provided: is there an increase in edcuational attainment,
and wages?

I This is what Esther Duflo did in a paper from 2001.
I In 1973, the Indonesian government launched a major school

construction program, the Sekolah Dasar INPRES program.
I Between 1973–1974 and 1978–1979, more than 61,000 primary

schools were constructed — an average of two schools per 1,000
children aged 5 to 14 in 1971.

I What were the effects on educational attainment and wages?



Identification strategy: difference-in-differences
Duflo, 2001

I Possible approach 1: Compare children in regions where many schools
were built to those in regions where few were built
Problem: regions where many schools were built really needed them,
and had lower educational attainment to start with. So this
comparison confounds the treatment effect of new schools with the
pre-existing difference across regions.

I Possible approach 2: Compare children of an age that allowed them
to benefit from new schools with children who were too old to benefit
Problem: educational attainment increases over time even without
new schools (“secular trend” or “time trend”). So this comparison
confounds the treatment effect of new school with the time trend in
educational attainment.

I The trick of difference-in-differences: compare approach 1 to
approach 2, i.e. subtract one difference from the other.



Identification strategy: difference-in-differences
Duflo, 2001
Fictitious (!) example

I Approach 1: Compare children in regions where many schools were built to those
in regions where few were built: 10–9=1 extra year of schooling. Underestimates
the true effect because the regions where many schools were built were worse off
to begin with. How much worse off were they? 8–7 = 1 year of schooling. So add
this “handicap” to the estimated effect to get 2 extra years of schooling. This is
the difference-in-difference estimator.

I Approach 2: Compare children of an age that allowed them to benefit from new
schools with children who were too old to benefit: 10–7 = 3 extra years of
schooling. Overestimates the true effect because children who benefitted from
schools were younger and would have gotten more education anyway. How much
more would they have gotten? 9–8=1 extra year of schooling. So subtract this
“unfair advantage” from the estimated effect to get 3–1 = 2 extra years of
schooling. That’s the same difference-in-difference estimator.



Do more schools improve educational attainment & wages?
Duflo, 2001



More schools improve educational attainment & wages
Duflo, 2001

I Each primary school constructed per 1,000 children increases average
educational attainment by 0.12 to 0.19 years

I Wages increase by 1.5 to 2.7 percent
I Thus, improving the “supply” of education through the provision of

more schools (in places where there aren’t many to begin with)
increases educational attainment and labor market outcomes.



Demand-side problem: students underestimate returns to
education
Jensen, 2010

I In the Dominican Republic in 2002, 80–90% of students complete
primary school, but only 25–30% complete secondary school.

I This is despite high returns to secondary education: those who
complete secondary school earn about 40% more than those who
don’t.

I Perhaps this is because students underestimate these returns? Robert
Jensen interviewed 8th-grade students in the Dominican Republic, the
last year of primary school, about perceived returns to education.



Students underestimate returns to education



Providing information about returns to education



Effect of informing students about returns

I Informing students about the returns to education leads to increased
perceived returns

I Students are 4.2 percentage points more likely to return to school
(i.e. enter secondary school)

I And the intervention increases schooling by 0.18 years over the next 4
years

I Can you find these numbers in the Jensen (2010) paper (on the
course website: https://haushofer.ne.su.se/ec2303/)?

https://haushofer.ne.su.se/ec2303/


Effect of informing students about returns



Effect of informing students about returns



Summary

I Education in low-income settings suffers from both supply-side and
demand-side problems: governments don’t have a lot of money, so
education is underprovided relative to existing demand. At the same
time, parents and students may be misinformed about the benefits of
school, so demand may be lower than it could be.

I What we haven’t discussed: school quality varies widely and is not
easy for parents/students to observe

I One aspect of this is “teaching at the right level”: schools may teach
material that is too hard or too easy for the students. (Stark example:
textbooks in English for students who don’t speak it.) This is the
focus of the paper by Annie Duflo, Jessica Kiessel, and Adrienne Lucas
that you read. We’ll talk about that in the second half of the lecture.



Next week

I Lecture 9: Wed 13/10 10:00–12:00, Auditorium 8, Södra huset hus D


